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OBITUARY: ALEX FRAME 1929-1998 
 
by Bill Haesler* 
____________________________________________________ 
 
[This obituary appeared in the Jul/Aug 1998 edition of JazzChord]  
 

hen Alex Frame died unexpectedly in his sleep on June 1, 1998, traditional 
Australian jazz lost a musical champion. A likeable, shy, unassuming man, 
he was a dedicated jazzman with a record collector’s knowledge of vintage 

jazz, and an accomplished musician regarded highly by his jazz peers. His trumpet 
style, initially inspired by Bunk Johnson, changed when he discovered King Oliver 
and Louis Armstrong. 
 

 
 
Alex Frame (left, on clarinet) pictured in the early 1960s with young Adelaide 
trumpeter Graham Eames… PHOTO COURTESY ROGER BEILBY 
 

Alexander John Frame was born on April 4, 1929 in Newcastle, NSW, and the family 
moved to South Australia when he was very young. He discovered jazz during his 
early teens and took up trumpet prior to attending the third Australian Jazz 
Convention in Melbourne in 1948. He formed the South City Seven in 1949, which  
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*Bill Haesler OAM, based in Sydney, is one of Australia’s foremost jazz writers, 
collectors, historians and documentationists. 
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appeared on the national Amateur Hour radio program and played at the Jazz 
Convention in Melbourne that year.  
 
At the 1950 Convention in Sydney Alex led the University Jazz Four which took as its 
role model Louis Armstrong’s Hot Five. The following year, during the Adelaide 
Convention, Alex made his first commercial record (with the University Jazz Four) 
for Bill Miller’s Ampersand label. 
 
During the early 1950s Alex was a member of Leon Atkinson’s West Side Jazz Band. 
In 1954 he and several members of the group were absorbed into Bruce Gray’s All 
Stars. This two-trumpet band appeared at Tivoli Theatre Jazz & Swing shows, 
broadcast regularly, recorded for Parlophone and, for many years, played balls, 
dances and private functions to appreciative audiences.  
 
Alex helped start the Adelaide Jazz Society and in 1957 was a founder member of the 
Black Eagle Jazz Band which appeared at the Adelaide Jazz Convention in 1957 and 
attended the 13th Convention in Sydney in 1958, where they recorded a Columbia 
LP. The Black Eagles changed their name to the St Vincent Jazz Band in 1959 and 
became one of Adelaide’s most popular bands. 
 

 
 
The Black Eagle Jazz Band in Sydney in 1958, L-R, John Pickering (trombone), Alex 
Frame (cornet) and Dick Frankel (clarinet)… 
PHOTO CREDIT NORM LINEHAN 
 
When the Tavern opened in Adelaide in 1962, traditional jazz finally had a regular 
venue and, for about six years, Alex was a frequent performer with bands there. In 
1960 he had taken up clarinet (in addition to trumpet) and during the 1960s also 
played with the Adelaide All Stars. In 1964, at the 19th Convention in Newcastle, he 
was at a musical peak and fronted his own and other groups to great acclaim. Alex 
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was a long-time member of Ken Way’s All Star Jazz Band from the mid-70s, and 
worked and recorded with the Bourbon Street Paraders in 1987.  
 
Over the years Alex played with most of the traditional jazz bands in Adelaide and 
guested with several Melbourne bands for con certs and recordings. 
 
In January 1968 Alex married Win Foster, a Sydney jazz enthusiast and amateur 
pianist. They had two children. The popular Win, readily available for band 
rehearsals and jobs in an emergency, was a great companion to Alex. It was a sad 
occasion for all of us when she died, after a long illness, in January 1987. 
 
A tireless worker for the Adelaide jazz movement from the early l950s, Alex was a 
mentor to many young South Australian jazz musicians. He was on the committee of 
all eight Jazz Conventions held in Adelaide and President for the 33rd annual event 
in 1978. He was an original Trustee of the Australian Convention Trust Fund when it 
was set up in 1961 and only retired in 1995 owing to ill health. His love for early jazz 
was reflected in his musical compositions and he won the Australian Jazz Convention 
Original Tunes competition in 1961, 1973 and 1981. 
 
Alex appeared on stage with numerous international jazz visitors to Adelaide and the 
annual Jazz Convention, including Wild Bill Davison (1989), Bud Freeman (1975) 
and Alton Purnell (1965). From 1982 he was a rostered jazz presenter on 5UV radio, 
drawing from his extensive record and tape collection. Not content with jazz, Alex 
was also an active member of the Woodville Concert Band and the Port Adelaide 
Rowing Club. 
 

 
 
Alex Frame (right) performing with the US trumpeter Wild Bill Davison: Alex was 
a tireless worker for the Adelaide jazz movement… PHOTO CREDIT PAM SWANSON 
 
After he was knocked down by a car in August 1995 Alex spent months in hospital 
and recovery. This curtailed his jazz activities for quite a while but, undeterred, he 
was back playing music on a regular basis at the time of his sudden death. A sad loss 
for his many friends - and for Australian jazz. He is survived by his son Peter and 
daughter Heather. 


